Across
1. Composer’s wife getting grip of exercises with piano? Rubbish (8)
2. Scrubber prince put up pocketing cash (6)
3. Knavery in Shakespeare, irregular when the monarch’s involved (8)
4. Article that’s painful for old slave (5)
5. ‘Dutiful’, suggesting French ranker? (5)
7. Almost stranded, on being kept in – arthritic condition? (8)
8. A ---, Asian, modifies appearance of arthritic condition? (8)
9. A dimwit accounting for cow, old (4)
10. Thirsty, wanted to get something from bottom shelf (5)
11. Family of fishes from America hide with explosively – little new (6)
12. Food for clue as an anagram, unsatisfactory to jewellers (11)
13. Article that’s painful for old slave (5)
14. Food for clue as an anagram, unsatisfactory to jewellers (11)
15. Food for clue as an anagram, unsatisfactory to jewellers (11)
16. Watching too much T.V., maybe, turn oddly edgy, filled with joy (10)
17. Dye stuff rich, stirred in jar (8)
18. Line that’s jagged, irregular etc penned by poet (8)
19. Eruption, hot, in Iceland and going o like? (6)
20. I speak, coming from behind, ahead of a top golfer (6)
22. Eruption, hot, in Iceland and going o like? (6)
23. I speak, coming from behind, ahead of a top golfer (6)
24. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
25. Some popular tipsps backing, high–hat–like? (6)
26. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
27. Some popular tipsps backing, high–hat–like? (6)
28. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
29. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
30. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
31. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
32. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
33. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
34. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)

Down
1. Lady’s skin condition: one after opening has look inside (8)
2. Scrubber prince put up pocketing cash (6)
3. Knavery in Shakespeare, irregular when the monarch’s involved (8)
4. Article that’s painful for old slave (5)
5. ‘Dutiful’, suggesting French ranker? (5)
7. Almost stranded, on being kept in – arthritic condition? (8)
8. A ---, Asian, modifies appearance of arthritic condition? (8)
9. A dimwit accounting for cow, old (4)
10. Thirsty, wanted to get something from bottom shelf (5)
11. Family of fishes from America hide with explosively – little new (6)
12. Food for clue as an anagram, unsatisfactory to jewellers (11)
13. Article that’s painful for old slave (5)
14. Food for clue as an anagram, unsatisfactory to jewellers (11)
15. Food for clue as an anagram, unsatisfactory to jewellers (11)
16. Watching too much T.V., maybe, turn oddly edgy, filled with joy (10)
17. Dye stuff rich, stirred in jar (8)
18. Line that’s jagged, irregular etc penned by poet (8)
19. Eruption, hot, in Iceland and going o like? (6)
20. I speak, coming from behind, ahead of a top golfer (6)
22. Eruption, hot, in Iceland and going o like? (6)
23. I speak, coming from behind, ahead of a top golfer (6)
24. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
25. Some popular tipsps backing, high–hat–like? (6)
26. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
27. Some popular tipsps backing, high–hat–like? (6)
28. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
29. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
30. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
31. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
32. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
33. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)
34. More than one sauce vessel, vulgarly flashy? Tart obscured (8)